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The ation omponent of a rule spei�es what is to be done when a paket that satis�es the rule�lter is reeived. Sample ations are drop the paket, forward the paket along a ertain outputlink, and reserve a spei�ed amount of bandwidth. The �lter omponent of a rule is a k-tuplethe �elds of whih may represent, for example, the soure address of the paket, the destinationaddress, protool, and port number. Eah �eld of a k-tuple may be spei�ed as a single value,a range or a pre�x. A destination address �eld that is spei�ed as a range [u; v℄ mathes thedestination address d i� u � d � v, while a destination address �eld spei�ed by the pre�x rmathes all destination addresses that begin with r2. A �lter f mathes a paket p i� every �eldof f mathes the orresponding value of p (i.e., the destination �eld (if any) of f mathes thedestination address of p, the soure address �eld (if any) of f mathes the soure address of p,the port number �eld (if any) of f mathes the port number of p, et.). We may assume that notwo rules of the router table have the same �lter.Sine an Internet router table may ontain several rules that math a given paket p, a tiebreaker is used to selet a rule from the set of rules that math p. Some ommonly used tiebreakers are (a) selet the �rst rule in the table that mathes p, (b) selet the highest-priorityrule that mathes p, and () selet the most-spei� rule that mathes p3.In the paket lassi�ation problem, we wish to determine whih rule of the router table isto be applied to a given paket. Data strutures to represent one-dimensional router tables (i.e.,tables in whih every �lter has a single �eld, whih is typially the destination address of thepaket being lassi�ed), have been extensively studied. These strutures are reviewed in [21℄ and[22℄, for example. Although 1-dimensional pre�x �lters are adequate for destination based paketforwarding, higher dimensional �lters are required for �rewall, quality of servie, and virtualprivate network appliations, for example. Two-dimensional pre�x �lters, for example, may beused \to represent host to host or network to network or IP multiast ows" [14℄ and higherdimensional �lters are required if these ows are to be represented \with greater granularity."Data strutures for multi-dimensional (i.e., k > 1) paket lassi�ation are developed in [1, 2,3, 7, 9, 10, 11, 14, 18, 20, 25, 27, 28℄, for example. In the sequel we use the terms rule and2For example, the pre�x 10* mathes all destination addresses that begin with the bit sequene 10; the lengthof this pre�x is 2.3Let f and g be two �lters. f is more spei� than g i� every paket mathed by f also is mathed by g andthere is at least one paket mathed by g that is not mathed by f2



�lter interhangeably beause the �lters in a rule-table are distint and, in this paper, we are notonerned with the ation assoiated with a rule.In this paper, we propose a binary-searh-on-levels (BSOL) sheme for multidimensional �lters.Our sheme, like that of Waldvogel at al. [30℄, relies on an underlying trie whose levels aresearhed using the binary searh method as proposed in [8℄. The di�erene lies in how the trieis de�ned. With the de�nition we employ, our one-dimensional struture readily extends to themultidimensional ase. The strategy employed by Waldvogel et al. [30℄ annot easily be extendedto multidimensional paket lassi�ation. The expeted lookup omplexity of our BSOL shemeis O(logW ), where W is the sum of the maximum possible length, in bits, of eah of the �eldsof a �lter. For one-dimensional destination-address IPv4 pre�xes, W = 32; for 2-dimensionalIPv4 (soure address, destination address) pre�x �lters, W = 64; and for 4-dimensional (soureaddress, destination address, soure port, destination port) �lters in whih eah port number asat most 16 bits, W = 96.In Setion 2, we desribe our BSOL sheme. Experimental results are presented in Setion 3.Our results are summarized in the onlusion, Setion 5. Setion 4 desribes past researh relatedto the topi of this paper.2 Binary Searh On Levels (BSOL)In setion 2.1, we desribe the BSOL sheme for one-dimensional lassi�ers. In Setion 2.2, weshow how the one-dimensional BSOL sheme may be generalized to two or more dimensions.2.1 One-dimensional BSOLLet F = ff0; f1; :::; fn�1g be a �lter set, where eah �lter fi is a range [bi; ei℄4. For de�niteness,assume that eah range [bi; ei℄ is a range of destination addresses. Our sheme works just as wellif [bi; ei℄ is a range port numbers et. Let fdefault = [0; 2W � 1℄ if any. Sine fdefault mathes allpakets, we an safely remove all �lters whose priority is lower than that of fdefault. fdefault doesnot need to be stored in BSOL. Any paket that has no mathing �lter in BSOL is automatiallymathed by fdefault. From now on, we assume F does not ontain fdefault. We �rst map F into a4Note that every pre�x may be represented as a range.3



trie. For simpliity we desribe a mapping that uses a 1-bit trie. Other varieties of tries (suh asa �xed-stride trie) also may be used. With eah node z of the trie, we assoiate an interval z:intin the destination address spae [0; 2W � 1℄5. The interval root:int assoiated with the root of thetrie is [0; 2W � 1℄. The intervals assoiated with the hildren, if any, of the root are obtained bydividing root:int into two equal parts, [0; 2W�1 � 1℄ and [2W�1; 2W � 1℄. The former is assoiatedwith the left hild of the root, and the latter is assoiated with the right hild of the root. Ingeneral, in a 1-bit trie, the interval assoiated with a node is half that assoiated with its parent(if any).Eah node z of the trie has a list, z:POList, of ranges that partially overlap z:int, a �eld z:bmrthat stores the best (i.e., highest priority) range that mathes all of z:int, and a �eld z:bs thatgives the path from the trie root to z. To onstrut the 1-bit trie for F , we begin with a rootnode z = root, z:int = [0; 2W � 1℄, and z:bs = null. Set root:POList = F and root:bmr = null.If the number of ranges in z:POList is more than a prede�ned onstant T , node z is split intoa left and right hild; the POList, bmr, bs and int values for the left and right hildren of z aredetermined from the information assoiated with node z. For example, the bs value of the lefthild of z is z:bsjj0 (0 is attahed to z:bs) and that of the right hild is z:bsjj1. The 1-bit trie isonstruted by splitting nodes until eah leaf has a POList with at most T ranges. One we havethe 1-bit trie, we onstrut a olletion of hash tables H0, H1, ..., Hh, where h is the height of thetrie. Hi ontains the leaves in level i of the trie together with markers for some of the leaves inlevels j > i. Eah leaf plaes a marker in those hash tables that lie on the path taken by a binarysearh (to be desribed later). The hash-table key used by a leaf or marker in Hi is the �rst i bitsof the bs value of the leaf in Hi or of the leaf that plaed the marker in Hi. Figure 1 gives thealgorithm to onstrut the 1-bit trie for F as well as the olletion of hash tables. pri(r) returnsthe priority of range r. pri(null) is less than pri(r) for r 6= null. Figure 2 gives the algorithmused by eah leaf to determine the levels into whih it needs to plae a marker.Figure 3 shows the 1-bit trie when W = 4, T = 2 and the �lter-set ranges are fr1; r2; r3; r4g= f[0; 2℄; [3; 5℄; [4; 7℄; [9; 13℄g. The priority of range ri is 5� i (i.e. the �rst mathing tie breaker).The int value for eah node is shown just above the node. Sine W = 4, root:int = [0; 15℄. The5For IPv4 destination addressees W = 32 and for IPv6 addresses W = 1284



Algorithm buildBSOL1D(F )froot = new TrieNode;root:POList = F ;root:bmr = null;if( jroot:POListj > T ) split(root);Build hash tables H0, H1, ..., Hh as desribed;return (H0, H1, ..., Hh);gAlgorithm split(TrieNode z)fz:left = new TrieNode;z:right = new TrieNode;z:left:bmr = z:right:bmr = z:bmr;for(eah range r in z:POList)fif(r ontains z:left:int and pri(r) > pri(z:left:bmr))z:left:bmr = r;if(r ontains z:right:int and pri(r) > pri(z:right:bmr))z:right:bmr = r;gfor(eah range r in z:POList)fif(r partially overlaps z:left:int and pri(r) > pri(z:left:bmr)append r to z:left:POList;if(r partially overlaps z:right:int and pri(r) > pri(z:right:bmr)append r to z:right:POList;gif( jz:left:POListj > T ) split(z:left);if( jz:right:POListj > T ) split(z:right);g Figure 1: Build one-dimensional BSOLremaining values assoiated with a node are shown only for the leaves. The 3-�eld box outsideeah leaf shows the bs (top �eld), bmr, and POList values for the leaf. Sine eah node has aunique bs, we an identify eah node by its bs value. For example, the left hild of the root isnode0 and the node whose int is [0, 3℄ is node00. Notie that node00:bs = 00, node00:bmr = null,and node00:POList = fr1; r2g.The trie of Figure 3 is quite similar to a leaf-pushed trie. The essential di�erenes between ourtrie and a leaf-pushed trie are a) our trie may be used with ranges while a leaf-pushed trie is usedonly with pre�xes and b) our trie uses a threshold T � 1 to stop the partitioning proess while,5



Algorithm leaveMarkers(leafLevel)fleft = 0;right = h� 1;while(left � right)fi = b(left + right)=2;if(i < leafLevel)fLeave a marker at level i;left = i+ 1;gelseright = i� 1;gg Figure 2: Determine marker levels for a leaf at level leafLevelin a leaf-pushed trie, T = 1.In a binary searh ofH0, H1, andH2,H1 is searhed �rst, then eitherH0 orH2 is searhed. SineH1 is on the searh path to H2, leaves at level 2 of the trie plae markers in H1. The marker key isa 1-bit key, the �rst bit of the bs value of the leaf that plaes a marker. In our ase, both node00and node01 plae a marker in H1 with key 0; in reality only one distint marker gets plaed in H1.The marker in H1 is shown in Figure 3 by shading the level 1 node (node0) that is an anestor ofthe leaf (leaves) plaing the marker. For our example, H0 = null, H1 = f(0; marker); (1; leaf)g,and H2 = f(00; leaf); (01; leaf)g. The �rst omponent of a hash-table tuple is the key and theseond is either a marker or a leaf. A marker is represented by a speial symbol and a leaf by thetwo �elds bmr and POList.Figure 4 shows the algorithm to searh the hash tables H0, H1, � � �, Hh for the best mathing-�lter for the destination d. The algorithm uses the binary-searh method to determine the Hithat ontains the best mathing-�lter for d. Its orretness follows from the onstrution of theHis.We onsider two examples to illustrate the working of the BSOL searh algorithm. First, to�nd the best mathing-�lter for d = 9 (the binary representation of 9 is 1001) in Figure 3, westart by searhing H1 using the �rst bit of 9. We �nd a mathing entry (1; leaf). Sine it is aleaf, the binary searh stops here. The bmr and POList �elds are examined and r4 is determined6



Figure 3: Example trie for one-dimensional �lters (T = 2, W = 4)Algorithm searh(d)fleft = 0;right = h;while(left � right)fi = b(left + right)=2;Searh Hi using the �rst i bits of d;if(searhing Hi returns null)right = i� 1;else if(searhing Hi returns a marker entry)left = i+ 1;else //searhing Hi returns a leaf entrySearh this entry and return the best mathing-�lter for d;gg Figure 4: Searh for best mathing-�lter in one-dimensional BSOLto be the best mathing-�lter. Seond, to �nd the best mathing-�lter for d = 5 (0101 in binary),we use the �rst bit of d to �nd the entry (0; marker) in H1. Sine this is a marker, we moveto H2 and searh H2 using the �rst two bits (01) of 5. This searh returns the entry (01; leaf).Searhing the leaf entry returns r2 (r3 also mathes 5 but the priority of r3 is lower than that ofr2). 7



Figure 5 shows the trie for the same set of ranges as used in Figure 3. However, this time T = 1.For this ase, H0 = f(null;marker)g, H1 = f(1; leaf)g, H2 = f(00; marker); (01; leaf)g, H3 =f(000; leaf); (001; marker)g, and H4 = f(0010; leaf); (0011; leaf)g. To �nd the best mathing-�lter for d = 9, we start the binary searh at H2 using the �rst two bits of 9. There is no mathingentry in H2. So the binary searh moves to H0 and �nds (null;marker). Sine it is a marker,there may be a mathing leaf at a lower level. We move to H1 and �nd (1; leaf). Searhing thisentry returns r4.

Figure 5: Example trie for one-dimensional �lters (T = 1, W = 4)It is important to note that the 1-bit trie is used only to explain the onstrution of the His.It is only the His that are expliitly stored in our router-table data struture.Corretness of the shemeFirst observe that a searh of the underlying trie always terminates at a leaf and that this leafontains adequate information to determine the highest priority �lter that mathes the givendestination address. Let L be the leaf at whih the serah for destination address d terminates.To prove the orretness of our searh algorithm of Figure 4, we need to show that it reahes the8



proper leaf L of the underlying trie. At the start of the algorithm, left = 0 and right = h. So,L is at a level between left and right. The searh maintains this invariant. Note that Hi hasan entry for eah node at level i of the underlying trie. So, when Hi is searhed using the �rsti bits of the destination address d, the searh returns null i� the underlying trie has no node atlevel i that orresponds to the �rst i bits of d. In this ase, the searh of the underlying trie mustterminate at a level j, j < i (i.e., L is at a level < i). Hene, the searh algorithm of Figure 4orretly sets right by i� 1. When the searh of Hi returns a non-null value, the underlying triehas a node N at level i that orresponds to the �rst i bits of d. If the found entry in Hi is amarker, then N is not a leaf and so the level of L is greater than i. In partiular, the level of Lmust be between i+1 and right. If the found entry in Hi is not a marker, N is a leaf and by theinvariant and the fat that N mathes the �rst i bits of d, N = L.Comparison with sheme of Waldvogel et al. [30℄The binary searh on hash tables sheme di�ers from the BSOL sheme proposed by us in thefollowing ways:1. The sheme of [30℄ works only for pre�x �lters whereas ours applies to general ranges.2. Hash table Hi in the sheme of [30℄ onsists of pre�xes whose length is i plus markers forlonger-length pre�xes for whih Hi is on the binary-searh path. The marker plaementsheme is the same for our BSOL hash tables and the hash tables of [30℄.3. In the sheme of [30℄, eah marker in Hi reords the longest length pre�x whose length is lessthan i and whih mathes the marker. In our sheme we do not reord any suh information.Our markers do not need this information beause, in BSOL, every paket is lassi�ed bysearhing for the appropriate leaf of the underlying leaf-pushed trie; this leaf ontains all theinformation needed to lassify the paket. The sheme of [30℄ may be thought of as basedon a non-leaf-pushed trie. In suh a trie, the information in nodes on the searh path to aleaf is needed to properly lassify a paket. For example, the longest pre�x that mathes agiven destination address is the last pre�x enountered on this path (this pre�x may not bein the reahed leaf). This information is enoded into the markers in the sheme of [30℄.9



4. The sheme of [30℄ requires O(n logW ) spae. To determine the spae requirements ofBSOL, note that eah level of our trie has O(n) nodes. This follows from the observationthat eah �lter an be in the POList of at most 2 nodes on the same level. Hene, eahlevel an have at most n nodes with a POList whose size is at least 2. Sine a node with aPOList whose size is � 1 must be a leaf, eah level an have at most 2n nodes (as there areat most n parents possible for these nodes). Sine the number of levels in our trie is O(W ),the total number of nodes in our trie is O(nW ). The number of entries in Hi equals thenumber of nodes at level i of our trie. So, the total spae needed for all of our hash tables isO(nW ). Even though the worst-ase spae omplexity our our sheme is more than that of[30℄, we note that it has been observed that the tries for pratial 1D lassi�ers have fewerthan 2n nodes. Hene, for pratial 1D lassi�ers, the spae required by our sheme is O(n)while that for the sheme of [30℄ remains O(n logW ).5. Both shemes have an O(logW ) lookup omplexity.6. The BSOL sheme is easily extended to higher-dimension lassi�ers retaining its O(logW )omplexity (this analysis regards the number of dimensions as a onstant). We know of noway to extend the sheme of [30℄ to higher dimensions and obtain a searh omplexity ofO(logW ).2.2 Two-dimensional BSOLLet F = ff0; f1; :::; fn�1g be a set of 2-dimensional �lters. Eah �lter fi = (X(fi); Y (fi)) is atwo-dimensional retangle and X(fi) and Y (fi) are, respetively, the projetions of fi on the xand y axes. Table 1 shows a set of 7 �lters and Figure 6 shows these 7 �lters as retangles.We again use a trie to explain the onstrution of the hash tables on whih a binary searh isperformed to �nd a best mathing-�lter. With eah node z of the trie, we assoiate a retangleret(z) in two-dimensional spae [0; 2W1 � 1℄ � [0; 2W2 � 1℄. Here Wi is the maximum possiblenumber of bits for the dimension i address. For our example of Table 1, W1 = W2 = 4. Whenthe two �elds of eah �lter represent the soure and destination addresses of an IPv4 paket,W1 = W2 = 32.The nodes of our trie have the same �elds as for the 1-dimensional ase exept that the �eld10



Filter f X(f) Y (f) pri(f)f1 [ 3, 14℄ [13, 15℄ 7f2 [ 5, 10℄ [10, 12℄ 6f3 [ 1, 3℄ [ 6, 7℄ 5f4 [ 4, 6℄ [ 6, 7℄ 4f5 [ 1, 5℄ [ 4, 5℄ 3f6 [ 1, 5℄ [ 1, 2℄ 2f7 [ 0, 12℄ [ 0, 3℄ 1Table 1: Two-dimensional �lters Figure 6: Retangular representation (W1 =W2 = 4)int is replaed by the �eld ret (retangle). For our trie, root:ret = [0; 2W1 � 1℄ � [0; 2W2 � 1℄,root:bs = null, root:bmr = null, and root:POList = F . A trie node whose POList is largerthan a prespei�ed threshold T is split into two hildren by splitting its retangle in either the xdiretion or y diretion. For all nodes at a given level of the trie, the split diretion is the same.Figure 7 shows the trie that results when the �lters of Table 1 are mapped into a trie using thethreshold T = 2. In this �gure, the nodes at levels 0 (root) and 2 are split along the y diretionwhile those at levels 1 and 3 are split along the x diretion. The split diretions from level 0 toh � 1 are onatenated to form a partition sequene, where h is the height of the trie (h = 4in Figure 7). The partition sequene for Figure 7 is yxyx. The partition sequene for Figure 8,whih also is for the �lters of Figure 6, is yyy.The algorithm to onstrut the hash tables for our two-dimensional BSOL sheme is the sameas that in Figure 1 exept that int is replaed by ret.The hash tables that orrespond to Figure 7 are H0 = f(null;marker)g, H1 = f(1; leaf)g,H2 = f(00; marker); (01; leaf)g, H3 = f(000; leaf); (001; marker)g, and H4 = f(0010; leaf);(0011; leaf)g. The hash tables for Figure 8 are H0 = null, H1 = f(0; marker); (1; leaf)g, H2 =f(00; leaf); (01; marker)g, and H3 = f(010; leaf); (011; leaf)g.To determine the best mathing-�lter for a paket (a; b), we �rst onstrut d based on thepartition sequene. For example, if the partition sequene is yxyx, we use the �rst bit of b as the�rst bit of d, the �rst bit of a as the seond bit of d, the seond bit of b as the third bit of d,and the seond bit of a as the fourth bit of d. So d = 1001 for the paket (6; 11) ((0110; 1011) in11



Figure 7: Trie for two-dimensional �lters with partition sequene yxyx and T = 2

Figure 8: Trie for two-dimensional �lters with partition sequene yyy and T = 2binary). If the partition sequene is yyy, we use the �rst three bits of b as the �rst three bits ofd. So d = 101 for the paket (6; 11). 12



One we have onstruted d as desribed, the 1-dimensional searh algorithm of Figure 4 is usedto determine the best mathing-�lter for d. For example, to determine the best mathing-�lterfor (6; 11) using the hash tables for Figure 7, we onstrut d = 1001 and start the binary searhat H2 using the �rst two bits of d. The searh for 10 in H2 returns null. We move to H0 and �nd(null;marker). Sine this is a marker, there is a possibility of �nding a mathing leaf at a lowerlevel of the trie. Hene we move to H1 and searh H1 using the �rst bit of d. There is a math(1; leaf). Searhing this leaf returns f2. As a seond example, suppose we searh for the bestmathing-�lter for (4; 1) (the binary representation is (0100; 0001)). We onstrut d as 0001 andstart the binary searh at H2. Searhing H2 returns (00; marker). So the searh moves to H3.The searh of H3 returns (000; leaf). From the returned hash-table entry, we determine that f6is the best mathing-�lter (although f7 also mathes (4; 1), it has a lower priority than f6).Heuristi for seleting partition sequeneFrom Figures 7 and 8 we see that di�erent partition sequenes result in tries that have a di�erentnumber of leaves and in whih eah �lter is stored in a di�erent number of leaves. Hene di�erentpartition sequenes result in di�erent spae requirement. The trie for the partition sequene yyyhas four leaves, and eah �lter is stored only one. The trie for the partition sequene yxyx has�ve leaves, and �lter f5 is stored in node0010 and node0011.The following heuristi an be used to selet the partition diretion at eah trie level to minimizePz is a leaf jz:POListj. Let NTP be the urrent set of leaf nodes that need to be partitionedduring the BSOL onstrution proedure. Initially NTP = frootg if jroot:POListj > T . LetNB(z; k) be the number of �lters that will be broken (i.e., the partition line passes through the�lter) if the diretion k is hosen to partition node z 2 NTP . Let NB(k) = Pz2NTP NB(z; k).The diretion k is hosen for partitioning/splitting at the urrent level suh that NB(k) is theleast.For example, in Figure 6, initially, NTP = frootg, NB(x) = 3 sine �lters f1; f2; f7 arebroken when we split/partition along the x diretion, and NB(y) = 0. Thus the y diretion isused to partition at level 0. After partitioning at the root, we move to level 1, NTP = fnode0g,NB(x) = 1 sine only �lter f7 is broken by an x diretion partition, and NB(y) = 0. The ydiretion is hosen again. At level 2, NTP = fnode01g, NB(x) = 1, and NB(y) = 0. Therefore13



level 2 also uses y diretion for partitioning.2.3 k-dimensional BSOL (k > 2)Extending BSOL to k > 2 dimensions is straightforward. We omit the details here. One againwe obtain a olletion of hash tables based upon a trie-mapping of the �lters. A searh key dis onstruted from data obtained from the paket that is to be lassi�ed as well as from thepartitioning sequene used to onstrut the trie. The hash tables are searhed using d and thebinary searh algorithm of Figure 4.Lemma 1 Using the BSOL sheme multidimensional paket lassi�ation an be done performingO(logh) hash-table searhes plus a searh in at most one POList. The number of hash tables ish+ 1, where h is the height of the trie used to onstrut the hash tables.Proof True sine there are h+ 1 levels and a binary searh on levels is performed.Notie that h � W = Pdi=1Wi, where Wi is the number of bits in ith dimension. For 4-dimensional �lters (IPv6 soure address range, IPv6 destination address range, soure port range,destination port range) with 16-bit port numbers, h � 288 and at most 9 hash-table searhes areneeded to reah a leaf. The reahed leaf may be searhed serially in O(T ) time.Lemma 2 Let m be the number of leaves in the trie for BSOL. The spae requirement of BSOLis O(m(T + log h)), where h is the height of the trie.Proof Eah leaf leaves at most log h markers and eah leaf requires O(T ) spae to store.Redue the number of hash tablesBefore the markers are generated, the trie levels with no leaf nodes an be removed. We all thelevel with at least one leaf node non-empty levels. Let l be the number of non-empty levels.We only need l hash tables instead of h + 1, and multidimensional paket lassi�ation an bedone by performing O(log l) hash-table searhes plus a searh in at most one POList. Otherimprovement similar to that in [26, 17℄ may be applied to further redue the value of l.14



3 Experimental Results3.1 Comparison with the 1D sheme of Waldvogel et al. [30℄Waldvogel et al. [30℄ have proposed a sheme for one-dimensional paket lassi�ation. Like oursheme, their sheme employs hash tables that are searhed using a binary searh. We �rstompare the memory requirements of their sheme and that of our proposed sheme BSOL1D forone-dimensional lassi�ation. For this omparison we use use four IPv4 pre�x databases obtainedfrom [19℄. The databases MaeWest and Aads were obtained on Nov 22, 2001 and Pb and Paixwere obtained Sept. 13, 2000. In our memory analysis we assume that memory is bit addressible;so we ount the number of bits required.For the sheme of Waldvogel et al. [30℄, let Hi be the hash table for the pre�xes and markerswhose length is pLen(i). Eah entry in Hi is a triple (key; f lag; ation), where key may be amarker or a pre�x. The length of key is pLen(i) bits and that of ation is assumed to be 8 bits.The flag �eld is one bit (flag = 0 for a pre�x and 1 for a marker). For a marker, ation is theation that orresponds to the longest mathing pre�x of the marker. Thus, eah entry of Hirequires pLen(i) + 1+ 8 bits. So the total number of bits required by Hi is size(Hi) � (pLen(i) +9)=loadFator, where loadFator is the hash table loading density.For BSOL1D, eah entry of Hi is a pair (key; leafIndex). The length of key is still pLen(i)bits. leafIndex is null for a marker. For a leaf, leafIndex serves as an index into a list of theleaves of Hi. When bmr is not null, the leaf is a 4-tuple (1; bAtion; POListSize; POList), wherebAtion is the ation that orresponds to the bmr for this leaf. When bmr is null, the leaf is atriple (0; POListSize; POList). It is enough to give POListSize dlog2 T e bits. Eah entry ofPOList is a triple (prefixLength; prefixV alue; ation). prefixLength is 5 bits for IPv4 We onlyneed POList[j℄:length� pLen(i) bits for prefixV alue of the jth pre�x in the POList sine thekey �eld gives the �rst pLen(i) bits. Let leafStrutSize be the total number of bits required tostore the leaves of Hi. Then dlog2 leafStrutSizee bits are enough for leafIndex. Hi also needsa 32 bit pointer pointing to the leaf struture and 32 bits for leafStrutSize.Table 2 gives the memory required for the sheme of [30℄ and BSOL1D for di�erent values of T .As noted in [30℄, hash tables need be onstruted only for those lengths for whih there is at leastone pre�x. One the lengths for whih hash tables will be onstruted are determined, the binary15



IPv4 Pre�x Database MaeWest Aads Pb PaixNum of Pre�xes 28889 31827 35303 85988Sheme of [30℄ (Kbits) 3829 4536 4983 11186T=1 4228 4307 5159 13254T=2 2699 2841 3401 8634BSOL1D T=3 2167 2342 2663 6745(Kbits) T=4 1742 1919 2124 5276T=5 1534 1702 1883 4697T=10 1050 1157 1277 3137Table 2: Memory requirement (in Kbits) of BSOL1D and [30℄. loadFator = 0.5.searh paths6 (and hene the loation of markers) are well de�ned. The same observation appliesto BSOL, hash tables need be maintained only for those trie levels that have at least one leaf node.One these levels are determined, the binary searh paths (and hene the loation of markers)are well de�ned. Table 2 aounts for the elimination of hash tables for the stated pre�x lengthsand trie levels. The reported memory requirements are for the ase when loadFator = 0:5, i.e.,eah hash table is half-full and the longest-mathing tie breaker is used. With T = 1, BSOL1Dtakes about 10% more memory than does the sheme of [30℄ for MaeWest, 18% more for Paix,3.5% more for Pb, and 5.3% less for Aads. With T = 3 or 4, BSOL1D takes about half as muhmemory as taken by [30℄.With respet to memory aesses, BSOL1D with T = 1 makes the same number of hash-tablelookups as does the sheme of [30℄. When T > 1, BSOL1D needs an extra memory aess to getto the relevant leaf of Hi (for small T and modestly large ahe lines, this leaf may be searhedwith a single memory aess). Note that if the redued memory required by BSOL1D (for T > 1)enables one to store all the hash tables in fast memory, say SDRAM, versus using slower memoryfor the struture of [30℄, BSOL1D would provide faster lookup.3.2 Memory requirement of BSOL as a funtion of TWe experimented with two four-dimensional lassi�ers, e.l1 and e.l2, available from [12℄ 7. The�lter omponent of a rule is a 4-tuple (w; x; y; z) = (soure address pre�x, destination addresspre�x, protool, port number range). The lassi�ers e.l1 and e.12, respetively, have 473 and 5086Now the binary searh is done over the set of pre�x lengths for whih we have a hash table.7Despite signi�ant e�ort, we were unable to get the large real lassi�ers used by others in their researh.16



�lters. The remaining lassi�ers used in [12℄ have less than 50 rules and were onsidered too smallfor our experiments.Tables 3 and 4 give, for di�erent values of T , the memory requirement, the number of leaves,trie height, and the number of levels l that have at least 1 leaf node. Clearly the hoie of Tgreatly a�ets the memory requirement of BSOL (T plays an important role in determining theextent of the splitting of the same rule into multiple leaves.)T 7 8 9 10 11 15 20Num of leaves 49,533 12,173 394 325 313 229 177Trie height 71 68 63 63 59 58 58l 63 59 55 55 51 50 49Memory(Kbits) 19,387 5,185 162 140 137 107 93Table 3: Classi�er e.l1 (473 �lters). Load fator of hash table is 0.5.T 7 8 9 10 11 15 20Num of leaves 74 73 73 71 70 21 19Trie height 59 58 58 58 58 25 25l 51 50 50 50 50 17 18Memory(Kbits) 22 22 22 22 22 9 9Table 4: Classi�er e.l2 (508 �lters). Load fator of hash table is 0.5.Let B be the maximum number of �lters that math any paket when only the soure anddestination omponents of a �lter are onsidered. Baboesu et al. [3℄ have observed that in real-world lassi�ers, B < 20. A possible heuristi to selet T is to initially set T = B, and theninrease (derease) T if the memory requirement is higher (lower) than the memory budget.Sine T = 20 normally works �ne, we use T = 20 for the rest of our experiments.Note that to lassify a paket, we make log2 l hash-table searhes plus a linear searh in a leafnode.3.3 Comparison with the kD sheme of Baboesu et al. [3℄Baboesu et al. [3℄ have proposed the EGT-PC (Extended Grid-of-Tries with Path Compression)sheme for multidimensional paket lassi�ation. The ode for EGT-PC is available from [16℄.17



To obtain a fair omparison of the memory requirements of BSOL and EGT-PC, we disardedthe �elds of the trie nodes of EGT-PC that are not needed for lookups. The node struture usedby us to determine the memory requirement of EGT-PC is given in Figure 9. Eah trie node usesleft (zero) and right (one) pointers to loate its hildren. Sine we know the total number of trienodes, numNodes, in the trie, we alloate dlog2 numNodese bits to eah hild pointer rather thanthe standard 32-bits per pointer. The �eld pdimList points to the �lters stored in the node of abottom-level trie. Although the ode of [16℄ uses a linked list to store the rules in a node of thebottom-level trie, for our spae analysis we use a more eÆient representation{an array of rulestogether with the number of rules in the array. For eah rule, only the protool and port range�elds plus the ation need to be stored. The protool �eld takes 8 bits and the port number rangetakes 32 bits (16 bits for start point, and 16 bits for �nish point).//Total bits: 88 + 3 * dlog2 numNodese + maxfdlog2 numNodese , dlog2 pdimListSizeeg.//dest points to the bottom-level trie and is needed for top-level trie nodes.//pdimList points to the �lter list and is needed for bottom-level trie nodes.strut TRIENODECfunsigned har level; //8 bitsunsigned int zmask; //32 bitsunsigned int omask; //32 bitsunsigned har zmaskLen; //8 bitsunsigned har omaskLen; //8 bitsstrut TRIENODEC *zero; //dlog2 numNodese bitsstrut TRIENODEC *one; //dlog2 numNodese bitsstrut TRIENODEC *fail; //dlog2 numNodese bitsunionfstrut TRIENODEC *dest; //dlog2 numNodese bitsstrut TRIESUBNODE* pdimList; //dlog2 pdimListSizee bitsg;g;Figure 9: EGT-PC node struture. Searh-unrelated �elds are removed from the ode at [16℄For a multidimensional BSOL, the data struture is the same as that for the one-dimensionalBSOL exept that eah entry of POList is a �lter plus the assoiated ation. Sine key alreadygives us some number of leading bits of the �lter, we an redue the spae required by a �lter by notstoring these bits again. Suppose that key uses kProt leading bits of the protool �eld, kSrAddr18



leading bits of the soure address, kDstAddr leading bits of the destination address, and kPortleading bits of the port number. For the jth �lter in POList, the protool �eld needs 8� kProtbits, the soure address pre�x takes 5 bits for pre�x length and maxf0; POList[j℄:srAddrLen�kSrAddrg bits for the remaining bits of the pre�x, the destination address pre�x uses 5 bits forlength and maxf0; POList[j℄:dstAddrLen� kDstAddrg bits for the remaining bits of the pre�x,and the port number range needs 2� (16�kPort) bits. BSOL makes log2(l) hash-table lookups toreah a leaf, then a linear searh of the leaf is performed. It is fair to use T = 20 for the memoryrequirement omparison between BSOL and EGT-PC.Experiment on two 4D lassi�ersTable 5 shows the memory required by our BSOL sheme and the EGT-PC sheme of [3℄ on ourtwo four-dimensional lassi�ers, e.l1 and e.l2, available from [12℄. M is the maximum numberof �lters that share the same soure-destination pre�x pair. The tie breaker used by us is the�rst mathing rule. The hash tables of BSOL use a loading fator of 0.5 (half full). For the e.l1lassi�er our BSOL struture takes half as muh memory as required by the EGT-PC sheme; fore.l2, the memory required by BSOL is 3.6% that required by EGT-PC.To estimate lookup performane, we use the enter of eah �lter in eah lassi�er as the querypoint and reord the number of memory aesses during lookup. The maximum, minimum,average, and standard deviation of the number of memory aesses per lookup are given in Table 6.The ahe line size a�ets lookup performane. Eah EGT-PC node an be loaded with one ahemiss. Depending on its size, searhing the pdimList stored in EGT-PC node may result in severalahe misses. Sine M is equal to 6 for both e.l1 and e.l2 and one 64 byte ahe line an load 10�lters, hanging ahe line size from 64 bytes to 128 bytes does not a�et the lookup performaneof EGT-PC. However, BSOL lookup bene�ts from larger ahe line sizes as BSOL may store upto T (T = 20 in test) �lters in a leaf node. The number of memory aesses required by BSOLis 32% to 38% that required by EGT-PC on average. The variation and maximum number ofmemory aesses are also muh smaller.
19



Classi�er # of �lters M EGT-PC (Kbits) BSOL (Kbits)e.l1 473 6 186 93e.l2 508 6 248 9Table 5: Memory requirement of EGT-PC and BSOL. Load fator of hash table is 0.5. T = 20.M is the maximum number of �lters who share the same soure-destination pre�x pair.Cahe Line Size Classi�er Sheme max min average std64 bytes e.l1 BSOL 10 3 7.7 1.6EGT-PC 43 5 20.3 4.7e.l2 BSOL 9 5 6.2 0.7EGT-PC 39 7 17.5 4.6128 bytes e.l1 BSOL 8 2 6.6 1.3EGT-PC 43 5 20.3 4.7e.l2 BSOL 6 4 6.0 0.3EGT-PC 39 7 17.5 4.6Table 6: The number of memory aesses per lookup of EGT-PC and BSOL. Load fator of hashtable is 0.5. T = 20.Experiment on 5D syntheti random lassi�ersWe experimented with several random �ve-dimensional lassi�ers generated by ClassBenh [29℄.Table 7 shows the memory required by our BSOL sheme and the EGT-PC sheme of [3℄. OurBSOL sheme takes about 20% of the memory required by the EGT-PC sheme. On a Pentium4 1.5GHz PC, the pre-proessing time (i.e., the time to onstrut the neessary hash tables) ofBSOL is less than 60 milliseonds for eah of these �ve random lassi�ers. Table 8 (9) shows thenumber of memory aesses per lookup required by BSOL and EGT-PC when ahe line size is 64bytes (128 bytes). The number of memory aesses required by BSOL is 9% to 14% that requiredby EGT-PC, on average, when the ahe line size is 128 bytes.Experiment on 5D syntheti seed-based lassi�ersWe also experimented with several �ve-dimensional lassi�ers generated by ClassBenh [29℄ basedon the input seed �les. The input seed �le de�nes the harateristis of the original small lassi�ers.The large syntheti lassi�ers were generated using the ommand line dbgenerator -b seed 10002 0.5 -0.1. Table 10 shows the memory required by our BSOL sheme and the EGT-PC sheme20



# of �lters M EGT-PC(Kbits) BSOL(Kbits)1,000 2 670 1482,000 2 1,455 2953,000 4 2,140 4466,000 4 4,717 90710,000 9 8,089 1,534Table 7: Memory requirement of EGT-PC and BSOL for �ve-dimensional syntheti randomlassi�ers generated using ClassBenh [29℄. Load fator of hash table is 0.5. M is the maximumnumber of �lters who share the same soure-destination pre�x pair. T = 20.# of �lters max min average stdEGT-PC BSOL EGT-PC BSOL EGT-PC BSOL EGT-PC BSOL1,000 60 8 19 4 29.7 6.5 5.0 1.12,000 62 9 22 4 33.3 7.3 5.1 1.33,000 67 9 25 3 37.8 6.2 5.2 1.36,000 77 9 29 3 42.9 6.5 5.6 1.310,000 86 9 31 4 46.7 6.9 5.9 0.9Table 8: The number of memory aesses per lookup of EGT-PC and BSOL for 5D synthetirandom lassi�ers generated using ClassBenh [29℄ when ahe line size is 64-bytes. T = 20.# of �lters max min average stdEGT-PC BSOL EGT-PC BSOL EGT-PC BSOL EGT-PC BSOL1,000 60 5 19 3 29.7 4.1 5.0 0.62,000 62 6 22 3 33.3 4.8 5.1 0.83,000 67 6 25 2 37.8 3.9 5.2 0.86,000 77 6 29 2 42.9 3.9 5.6 1.010,000 85 6 30 3 45.7 4.1 5.9 0.5Table 9: The number of memory aesses per lookup of EGT-PC and BSOL for 5D synthetirandom lassi�ers generated using ClassBenh [29℄ when ahe line size is 128-bytes. T = 20.of of [3℄. On a Pentium 4 1.5GHz PC, the pre-proessing time of BSOL is less than 1 seondfor all tested lassi�ers other than fw2 with 9,629 �lters (2.5 seonds), ip1 with 5,735 �lters(6.2 seonds), and ip1 with 9,505 �lters (3.5 seonds). For syntheti lassi�ers based on theseed al1, our BSOL sheme takes about 51% to 77% of the memory required by the EGT-PCsheme. For syntheti lassi�ers based on the seeds fw2 and ip1, our BSOL sheme takes lessmemory than does the EGT-PC sheme on the �rst lassi�er, and more memory on the remaining21



lassi�ers (in fat, muh more on the lassi�ers of size about 6,000 and 10,000). We looked intothe lassi�ers based on seeds fw2 and ip1 and found that these lassi�ers ontain a signi�antnumber of mesh-like �lters, i.e., �lters whose soure/destinaiton IP pre�x pairs are (*, destinationIP pre�x) or (soure IP pre�x, *). Sine BSOL reursively splits spae, mesh-like �lters ausesigni�ant memory inrease. This is a weakness of spae subdivision-based lassi�ation shemessuh as as HiCuts and BSOL. EGT-PC does not su�er from suh a spae explosion when mesh-like�lters are present beause EGT-PC stores eah �lter only one.One way to deal with the memory explosion of BSOL when mesh-like �lters are present is toinrease the value of T . An alternative is to divide the lassi�er into two subsets. BSOL2 dividesthe lassi�ers into two subsets. The �rst subset ontains �lters with soure IP pre�x lengthless than 5, and the seond subset ontains the remaining �lters. BSOL2 then builds separatehash-table olletions for eah subset. The memory requirement of BSOL2 is shown in Table 10.Table 11 (12) shows the number of memory aesses per lookup required by EGT-PC, BSOLand BSOL2 when the ahe line size is 64 bytes (128 bytes). We list only the average and standarddeviation due to spae limitations. BSOL2 always outperforms EGT-PC. The number of memoryaesses required by BSOL2 to lassify a paket is less than twie that required by BSOL. This isbeause the leaves of BSOL are often full and require more memory aesses, whereas the leavesof BSOL2 are often not full. The performane of BSOL and BSOL2 bene�ts more from a largeahe line than does that of EGT-PC. When hardware support to searh the hash tables of BSOLand BSOL2 in parallel is available, BSOL2 will outperform BSOL on both memory requirementand lookup.4 Related WorkWaldvogel et al. [30℄ have proposed a paket lassi�ation sheme for 1-dimensional pre�x �lters.Their sheme performs a binary searh on hash tables organized by pre�x length. Let W be themaximum possible length, in bits, of a pre�x in the router table and let l be the number of di�erentpre�x lengths. Note that W = 32 for IPv4, W = 128 for IPv6, and l � W +1. This binary searhsheme proposed by Waldvogel et al. [30℄ has an expeted omplexity of O(log l) = O(logW ) forlookup. Srinivasan and Varghese [26℄ and Kim and Sahni [17℄ have proposed ways to improve22



Seed # of �lters M EGTPC(Kbits) BSOL(Kbits) BSOL2(Kbits)al1 964 13 323 173 1121,914 23 581 299 2532,728 54 704 546 3455,543 35 1,508 1,037 6359,803 23 3,474 1,822 1,170fw2 978 4 1,438 974 1441,943 4 3,237 3,707 2892,887 4 4,705 9,116 4305,800 4 9,121 35,342 8459,629 4 14,815 99,329 1,412ip1 977 5 678 375 1441,921 7 1,207 1,695 2782,863 8 1,822 4,301 4225,735 21 3,803 83,576 9779,505 20 6,371 83,786 1,935Table 10: Memory requirement of EGT-PC, BSOL, BSOL2 for �ve-dimensional syntheti lassi-�ers generated using ClassBenh [29℄. Load fator of hash table is 0.5. M is the max number ofdistint soure-destination pre�x pairs mathing a paket.the performane of the binary-searh-on-lengths sheme by using ontrolled pre�x expansion toredue the value of l. Braun et al. [4℄ implement the sheme of [30℄ in hardware. Broder andMitzenmaher [6℄ proposed using multiple hash funtions (two hash funtions) to improve thelookup performane.We note that Waldvogel's sheme is very similar to the k-ary searh-on-length sheme developedby Berg et al. [5℄ and the binary searh-on-length shemes developed by Willard [31℄. Berg etal. [5℄ used a variant of strati�ed trees [8℄ for one-dimensional point loation in a set of n disjointranges. Willard [31℄ modi�ed strati�ed trees and proposed the y-fast trie data struture to searha set of disjoint ranges. By deomposing �lter ranges that are not disjoint into disjoint ranges, theshemes of [5, 31℄ may be used for longest-pre�x mathing in stati router tables. The asymptotiomplexity for a searh using the shemes of [5, 31℄ is the same as that of Waldvogel's sheme [30℄.The deomposition of overlapping ranges into disjoint ranges is feasible for stati router tablesbut not for dynami router tables beause a large range may be deomposed into O(n) disjointsmall ranges. 23



Seed # of �lters average stdEGTPC BSOL BSOL2 EGTPC BSOL BSOL2al1 964 33.4 8.3 12.5 11.2 1.8 1.81,914 51.2 8.3 12.2 10.0 1.8 1.82,728 42.8 8.7 13.8 11.0 1.9 1.95,543 53.4 8.2 14.1 12.8 2.2 1.79,803 49.0 8.6 14.8 11.4 2.2 3.0fw2 978 31.4 8.2 12.1 8.1 1.3 2.71,943 28.5 8.3 12.1 8.0 1.5 2.12,887 33.2 7.4 12.9 8.9 1.4 2.65,800 32.7 8.5 11.3 9.2 1.7 1.99,629 29.3 8.1 10.9 6.8 1.3 1.8ip1 977 39.8 9.3 14.1 15.8 1.6 2.91,921 42.2 9.9 14.8 16.3 1.8 2.92,863 50.6 9.8 15.0 16.7 1.9 2.55,735 54.6 9.8 16.6 17.2 1.7 2.89,505 53.8 9.8 16.6 16.3 1.9 2.7Table 11: The number of memory aesses per lookup of EGT-PC, BSOL and BSOL2 for �ve-dimensional syntheti lassi�ers generated using ClassBenh [29℄. The seeds are al1, fw2 andip1. Cahe line size is 64-bytesIt is hallenging to design data strutures for multidimensional router tables. The problemof point loation in a stati set of n non-overlapping k-dimensional hyper-retangles requiresO(logn) time with O(nk) memory requirement or O((logn)k�1) time with O(n) memory require-ment [13℄. Multidimensional lassi�ation is no easier than the point loation problem sine �ltersan overlap.Gupta et al. [13℄ review data strutures for multidimensional router tables. Hierarhial triesrequires O(W k) time for lookup with O(kWn) memory requirement. Hierarhial tries an sup-port update in O(kW ) time. Set pruning trees [24℄ support searh in O(kW ) time with O(nk)memory requirement. Cross-produting [24℄ deomposes the lookup into k one-dimensional lassi-�ations and thus supports lookup in O(kS) time, where S is the lookup time for one-dimensionallassi�ation. Cross-produting requires O(nk) memory, and is also suitable for range �lters ifthe data struture used for one-dimensional lassi�ation also supports range �lters. HiCuts [11℄supports lookup in O(W +T=C) time with O(nk) memory requirement, where T is the maximumbuket size and C is the ahe line size. 24



Seed # of �lters average stdEGTPC BSOL BSOL2 EGTPC BSOL BSOL2al1 964 33.3 6.7 10.0 11.2 1.4 1.31,914 51.0 7.0 9.9 9.8 1.2 1.32,728 42.3 7.1 10.4 10.7 1.5 1.65,543 53.0 6.7 10.7 12.6 1.6 1.39,803 49.0 7.1 10.9 11.4 1.4 1.5fw2 978 31.4 5.5 8.4 8.1 0.9 1.41,943 28.5 5.6 8.4 8.0 0.9 1.02,887 33.2 4.7 8.9 8.9 1.1 1.65,800 32.7 5.7 8.2 9.2 1.2 1.19,629 29.3 5.3 8.0 6.8 0.9 1.2ip1 977 39.8 6.6 9.7 15.8 1.2 1.81,921 42.2 7.4 10.4 16.3 1.2 1.82,863 49.6 7.3 11.2 16.7 1.4 1.65,735 53.5 7.2 12.4 17.2 1.2 1.79,505 52.8 7.2 12.7 16.3 1.6 1.7Table 12: The number of memory aesses per lookup of EGT-PC, BSOL and BSOL2 for �ve-dimensional syntheti lassi�ers generated using ClassBenh [29℄. The seeds are al1, fw2 andip1. Cahe line size is 128-bytesBaboesu et al. [3℄ have proposed a general strategy along with a spei� data struture formultidimensional paket lassi�ation. The sheme of Baboesu et al. [3℄ relies on the followingharateristi of real-world lassi�ers: \the number of distint soure-destination pre�x pairsmathing a paket is even less than 20" [3℄. The general strategy proposed by Baboesu et al. [3℄uses any two-dimensional searh algorithm to �nd all the rules whose soure-destination pre�xpairs math the soure-destination �elds of the inoming paket. Then a linear searh is performedon these rules to determine whih math the remaining �elds. Thus the time needed to determinethe best mathing �lter for an inoming paket is the time to �nd all rules that math the soureand destination �elds of the paket plus the time to hek these rules against the remaining �elds.The spei� data struture proposed in [3℄ is the EGT-PC (Extended Grid-of-Tries with PathCompression). EGT-PC is a modi�ed grid-of-tries [24℄ that employs path ompression to reduethe searh time and memory requirement. Let B is the number of distint soure-destinationpre�x pairs mathing a paket. EGT-PC takes O(W 2) time to searh grid-of-trie to get allsoure-destination pre�x pairs that math a paket's soure-destination IP addresses. There are25



at most B pairs. Eah soure-destination pre�x pair orresponds to a buket. The buket ontains�lters who share soure-destination pre�x pair. Let M the maximum number of �lters who sharethe same soure-destination pre�x pair. Note that B and M is determined by the lassi�er, whileT used in BSOL and HiCuts is seleted by the user. EGT-PC then searh B bukets for the bestmathing �lter. Therefore, the time omplexity of a lookup using EGT-PC is O(W 2 + BM=C),where and C is the size of ahe line size. EGT-PC has O(n) memory requirement sine it usespath-ompressed trie and saves eah �lter only one.Therefore, EGT-PC guarantees linear memory requirement but depends on the harateristisof real lassi�ers (i.e., M and B being a small value) to ahieve reasonable lookup performane.In ontrast, HiCuts guarantees O(W + T=C) lookup performane and but depends on the har-ateristis of real lassi�ers to ahieve a reasonable memory requirement. In this regard, ourBSOL sheme is similar to HiCuts. BSOL also has O(nk) memory requirement. BSOL guaranteesO(logW + T=C) lookup performane and but depends on the harateristis of real lassi�ersto ahieve a reasonable memory requirement. Both HiCuts and BSOL uses spae subdivisionmethod to partition lassi�er into many small subsets of �lters.5 ConlusionWe have developed an O(logW ) lookup sheme for multidimensional paket lassi�ation. Unlikethe O(logW ) sheme proposed by Waldvogel et al. [30℄ for one-dimensional pre�x tables, oursheme works for both pre�xes and ranges and multidimensional lassi�ers. For one-dimensionalIPv4 tables, our sheme uses less memory than is used by the sheme of [30℄ provided T > 1.For multidimensional lassi�ers, our BSOL sheme provides a time advantage over the EGT-PCsheme proposed in [3℄. BSOL sheme provides a memory advantage over the EGT-PC shemeon two four-dimensional lassi�ers available from [12℄, on random �ve-dimensional syntheti las-si�ers generated using ClassBenh [29℄, and on some of the �ve-dimensional syntheti seed-basedlassi�ers generated using ClassBenh [29℄. In [3℄ it is shown that the EGT-PC sheme has amemory advantage over other ompeting shemes for multidimensional lassi�ers.
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